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Combined notes of virtual meetings of the Banwell Bypass 
Working Group held on Thursday 7th April 2022 at 7.30pm 

and a meeting with Churchill Parish Cllrs on Tuesday 12th April      
 

 
 

Those present at the BB WG meeting: 
Parish Councillors:  Z Aravantinos (ZA), M Boddy (MB)(lost connection and left the meeting part way through), 

A Forbes (AF), T Nicholson (TN)(Group Chair), J Taviner (JT),  and J Witcher (JW) 
 
Clerk:  L Rampton (LR)   Members of Public Present:  Two   
 
Working Group Members Absent: T Adams and E Buckland 

  
1. Apologies for absence. Apologies had been received from Cllr Buckland. 
  
2. Declarations of interest. No interests were declared. 
  
3. Public Participation  
 A Winscombe traffic action group Co-ordinator spoke on a meeting with a neighbouring parish traffic action 

group that had identified areas of common concern, then went on to summarise a number of points raised at the 
PC public consultation meeting held the previous week. It was considered that a guaranteed budget should be 
ring-fenced for mitigation measures for the surrounding villages. 

 Another member of the same group spoke on environmental impacts of the bypass along with health risks, 
especially for school children. It was not considered that the area around the bypass that had been included for 
pollution impact assessments was sufficient and did not include all of the parish.  

 
4. Air pollution testing in other parishes 

Cleeve – the pc is working and sharing costs with NSC in the supply and analysis of ambient air pollution 
monitoring 
Banwell – several locations were monitored due to queuing traffic rather than quantity of traffic. The pc does 
not contribute towards the cost of NO2 monthly diffusion tubes used to give an annual mean reading.  
In discussion it was agreed that there were varying standards of air pollution monitoring, and if NSC would not 
provide reasonable testing in the parish, the pc could consider contributing towards this to obtain a baseline 
assessment. Three areas were of initial concern – Sandford Primary School, Sandford Retirement Village and 
Winscombe village shopping centre.  
 

5. Key points raised in WG discussion following a PC public consultation meeting on 30th March 

i. Concern had been expressed regarding the protection and ring-fencing of a mitigation budget for the 
villages. Care should be taken when presenting NSC with a shopping list of mitigation measures so as 
not to create false hope for parishioners that could lead to disappointment. 

ii. Mitigation measures should be in place before the bypass and southern link road open. 
iii. Better signage for HGVs warning of the height and weight restrictions for the parish should be 

improved, especially at the point where the bypass ends, and large vehicles would decide to head 
towards the A368 or to the A371 where high vehicles are unable to access a clear route to the A38 
under the old Railway Bridge. 

iv. Without controls in place on Hill Road, traffic would increase on a route regularly used by 
schoolchildren. The lack of continuous footway meant the need to cross the road a number of times. 

v. Due to the lack of continuous footways on roads affected by additional traffic from the bypass, 
additional pedestrian crossing points should be considered for Hill Road, Sandford Road and Sidcot 
Lane (near The Chestnuts) 

vi. With only signs and lines used to enforce 20mph speed limits, this is unlikely to be achieved on 
roads such as Station Road, Greenhill Road, and Hill Road. Cameras through Sandford would be 
preferable, but any request for these were unlikely to be successful. 

vii. Speed cushions and rumble strips had not in the past been favoured by the pc and local residents.  
viii. Engineered mitigation solutions should be requested for the parish, but consideration for users of rural 

roads (tractors, funeral directors etc.) should be taken into consideration for those areas. 
ix. It had been suggested by others that a parish wide 20mph speed limit be requested. Some considered 

this to be unenforceable in areas and negate the impact of any currently proposed scheme. Cars 
travelling at 20mph produce more pollution. 
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x. A mini roundabout could be considered for the Woodborough Rd/Church Road junction in place of a 
non-signalled pedestrian crossing point just inside the change of speed limit. 

xi. Had  the possibility of a light controlled crossroad been considered to make exit from Hill Road 
that has reduced visibility easier rather than a light controlled pedestrian crossing point just to the west 
of this?   

xii. Speed limits should be intelligently designed to stop numerous changes taking place on a short 
space of road. The A371 Banwell Road when exiting the 40mph southern link road should have a 
consistent limit applied before entering the parish at Woodborough Road. 

xiii. Consideration should be given to low noise surfacing on roads through Winscombe and Sandford 
that were likely to see increased traffic flow 

xiv. Whilst regrettable that the southern link road passed through an area of the AONB, this route was 
considered crucial to the success of the bypass. Further development for any housing around the 
route should be strongly opposed by the pc. Additional planting would lessen the impact of the new road 
over time and NSC must consider wildlife and protected species through environmental impact 
assessments submitted as part of planning proposals. 

xv. Concern was expressed that although some mitigation had been put forward by NSC for consultation, 
the full scheme was still subject to a road traffic safety assessment. 

xvi. The pc had contacted Sandford Primary School and Sandford Retirement Village regarding impacts of 
the bypass. No response had been received to date from either.  

xvii. Again, members were dismayed with the lack of data released as part of the current consultation with 
traffic projections going no further than the anticipated year that the bypass opened. A number of 
inconsistencies in the traffic data published to date was clearly evident and had been raised with 
NSC officers/contractors through recent public drop-in events. Current figures do not take into account 
a new development of a further 2,800 homes in the Banwell area . It was questioned how the parish 
council could be expected to comment intelligently on proposed mitigation measures using the data 
provided. At this time NSC should be asked to prove the corrected data rather than the inaccurate 
tables produced as part of their consultation document  

It was hoped that full data would be available at a planning application stage with this to include the methodology 
behind this – information requested by the pc and refused by NSC in August 2021, and now subject to an ICO 
appeal.  
 
The pc had always supported the principle of a Banwell Bypass, but there were serious concerns expressed 
over how the increased volumes of traffic would impact on the parish unless serious mitigation measures were 
put in place. Signs and lines to enforce 20mph zones were not considered adequate and congestion busting 
suggestions were needed from Highway Engineers.  
 

6. Next steps before formulating a response to the NSC consultation 
It was reiterated that Sandford and Winscombe should be treated as one parish as both impact on each other. 
Similar issues would also be encountered in Churchill and therefore a meeting between Parish Cllr 
representatives had been arranged for 12th April. Four W&S Cllrs would attend to represent this council. 
A response to the NSC consultation would be formulated following this meeting for finalisation and agreement 
at an additional pc working group meeting on 19th April. It was considered that W&S PC should submit its own 
response to the consultation, possibly followed up with a joint letter from W&S and Churchill PC’s 
 

7. Matters for Information. There was none. 
 
 

 With no further business, the working group meeting concluded at 9.45 pm 
 
 

8. Matters considered at a meeting between W&S and Churchill Cllrs on 12th April 
W&S Cllrs present:  M Boddy, A Forbes, T Nicholson & J Witcher 
 
Discussion took place between Cllrs regarding common issues that would be generated by the bypass. It was 
agreed that a statement of common ground should be submitted jointly to NSC in addition to each parish council 
responding separately to the consultation. 
 
“Winscombe & Sandford Parish Councillors and Churchill & Langford Parish Councillors met to consider 
proposals as detailed in your current consultation documents. As you will appreciate, the proposed Banwell 
Bypass will impact greatly on both parishes who will share similar issues generated by this. Equally, the parishes 
will have separate more specific issues and therefore it is the intention of both Parish Councils to submit 
individual Parish Council responses to the consultation along with this statement of common ground. It is hoped 
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that NSC will take this joint response into consideration and work in a constructive way with the two Parish 
Councils to find the best solution for both parishes. 
 
A fundamental concern for the villages is the daily increased traffic flow and the measures needed to address 
speed control issues.  Whilst the introduction of 20mph areas were appreciated, additional  mitigation measures 
would be needed to slow traffic through the parishes rather than just signs and lines. Suggestions for a more 
engineered solution to slowing traffic would be welcomed from NSC with the possibility of average speed check 
cameras, especially along the A368 being the preferred option by both Parish Councils at this time.  
 
With the bypass proposals encouraging walking and cycling as an ideal method of transport, the control of traffic 
speed through the parishes was essential. Churchill Academy students, along with others should have a safe 
route to school/the village as part of the bypass proposals and therefore the inclusion of a controlled pedestrian 
crossing point at Hilliers Lane, by the school bus stop was requested by both councils.  
 
Assurance is sought that effective and successful mitigation measures for the villages will be in place before the 
opening of the Banwell Bypass and Southern Link Road. A budget for mitigation measures for the villages must 
be ring-fenced to ensure these funds were not used in any over-spends on the bypass construction costs. 
 
Both Parish Councils have shared similar experiences in the request for additional historical and modelling data 
from NSC that would have assisted in a more constructive and informed responses to this and previous 
consultations. This data would however still be welcomed at this time in the lead up to submission of a full 
planning application for the bypass to enable both Parish Councils to work in a positive manner with NSC and 
the Banwell Bypass Team. “  
 
 
 


